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Abstract—Iterative scheduling algorithms are attractive in
finding a maximal size matching for an input-queued switch. For
constructing a large high-speed switch, a distributed multi-chip
implementation of an iterative scheduling algorithm should be
followed. Since different chips may locate on different switch
linecards and linecards can be separated by tens of meters,
the propagation delay between chips/linecards is non-negligible.
This calls for a pipelined implementation of a single-iteration
scheduling algorithm. To this end, a new packet scheduling
algorithm called Distributed Longest Queue First (D-LQF) is
proposed in this paper. In D-LQF, exhaustive service policy
is adopted for reusing the matched input-output pairs in the
previous time slot. This helps to maximize the size of match in
each time slot. To avoid incorrectly granting an empty VOQ the
chance to send a packet, each output keeps track of the lengths of
all VOQs destined to it. As compared with other single-iteration
scheduling algorithms, simulation results show that our D-LQF
provides the best delay-throughput performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the wide use of WDM (Wavelength Division
Multiplexing) technology in fiber, the transmission capacity
increases sharply, while the processing capacity of current
commercial routers increases slowly. This speed mismatch
makes the need for building high speed routers urgent [1].
It is well known that output-queued switches can achieve
optimal delay-throughput performance. But the associated high
speedup requirement on both switch fabric and output port
buffers makes output-queued switches difficult to scale.
Accordingly, input-queued switch architecture becomes
the preferred choice because no (or little) speedup is re-
quired. In an input-queued switch, each input/output port
can send/receive at most one packet per time slot. Packet
contention occurs and a centralized scheduler is adopted to
resolve the contention. To eliminate the phenomenon knowns
as head-of-line blocking, virtual output queueing (VOQ) is
usually adopted (as shown in Fig. 1), where a dedicated queue
is maintained at each input for packets destining to different
outputs.
The scheduling problem in an input-queued switch is equiv-
alent to the matching problem in a bipartite graph. Although
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Fig. 1. An input-queued switch with a centralized scheduler. Note that input
i and output i are located on the same linecard i.
maximum weight matching and maximum size matching algo-
rithms can be used for obtaining the optimal throughput per-
formance, their high time complexities of O(N3) and O(N2.5)
[1], where N is the switch size, are prohibitive for high-speed
implementation. To have a faster scheduling algorithm, maxi-
mal size matching is adopted where backtracking on already
matched input-output pairs is not allowed. There are various
ways of implementing a maximal size matching algorithm [2]–
[5]. Among them, the class of iterative scheduling algorithms
(e.g. [2], [3], [5]) is most popular due to their massive use
of parallel and distributed operations of inputs and outputs.
Each iteration consists of three phases of operations, request,
grant and accept (see Section III). A selector is required at
each input/output for determining the wining grant/request. To
guarantee the maximal size matching, N iterations are required
in each slot.
Following the traditional monolithic implementation [6] of
iterative scheduling algorithms, all input and output selectors
are bound together on the same chip as shown in Fig. 2(a).
They can exchange state information and decisions without
any communication latency. But this monolithic implemen-
tation is not scalable when the switch size is large and the
distance between linecards is significant (e.g. tens of meters).
This calls for a multi-chip implementation of the scheduler.
Recently, several scheduling algorithms [7]–[9] suitable for
multi-chip implementation have been proposed. A distinct
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feature is that they all adopt a single-iteration operation.
In this paper, a new distributed single-iteration scheduling
algorithm called Distributed Longest Queue First (D-LQF) is
proposed. In D-LQF, longer VOQ is given has scheduling
higher priority. In order to maximize the size of the match
in each time slot, efforts are made in keeping/reusing the
connected input-output pairs in the previous time slot until the
corresponding VOQs are exhausted (or a pre-defined number
of cells have been served). To avoid incorrectly granting an
empty VOQ the chance to send a packet, each output keeps
track of the lengths of all VOQs destined to it. Simulation
results show that our D-LQF yields the best delay-throughput
performance among all existing distributed algorithms. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
recent efforts on designing single-iteration scheduling algo-
rithms are reviewed. Our D-LQF is detailed in Section III. In
Section IV, simulation results are presented and we conclude
the paper in Section V.
II. SINGLE-ITERATION SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
By simply limiting the number of iterations used in an
iterative algorithm to one, a single-iteration version can be
obtained. Notably, iSLIP [3] and iLQF [5] are two classic
iterative algorithms. Their single-iteration versions can be
implemented using the monolithic approach in Fig. 2(a), and
the handshaking between input and output selectors is shown
in Fig. 3. We denote the time between sending requests and
receiving grants as one round trip-time (RTT). A general
requirement is that in each time slot, one RTT is required for
scheduling and the remaining time is for packet transmission.
To enhance the performance, some tailor-made single-
iteration scheduling algorithms are designed from scratch. To
the best of our knowledge, there are three tailor-made single-
iteration algorithms, SRR (Synchronous Round Robin) [7],
π-RGA [8] and SRA (Single Round-robin Arbitration) (and
its variant SRA+) [9]. SRR [7] is based on a two-phase
operation of request-grant. In slot t, each input i sends a
request to its preferred output j if VOQ(i, j) is not empty,
where j = (i + t)mod N . If VOQ(i, j) is empty, a request
corresponding to the current longest VOQ at input i is sent.
In the grant phase, an output grants the preferred request. If
no preferred request is received, a request will be granted
randomly.
Unlike SRR, π-RGA algorithm [8] makes an explicit effort
in keeping the match in consecutive time slots “stable” by
reusing some matched input-output pairs in the previous time
Fig. 2. Four distribution levels. IS = input selector, OS = output selector.
slots. In π-RGA, this is achieved by dividing all requests into
strong and weak based on the active time of individual VOQs.
Strong requests are given a higher scheduling priority to form
a “stable” base set, whereas weak requests are used to further
expand the size of match in each slot.
In SRA [9], each output maintains the occupancy informa-
tion for all VOQs destined to it and grants one non-empty
VOQ in the round-robin order; if an input receives multiple
grants, it accepts all of them. Then all accepted packets are
sent simultaneously. In the worst case, this requires a speedup
of N times, and is thus not scalable.
The implementation of a scheduling algorithm can be car-
ried out based on four different levels of distribution [7] as
summarized in Fig. 2. Specifically, Fig. 2(a) is the traditional
monolithic/centralized implementation, whereas Fig. 2(d) is
the fully distributed implementation with all input selec-
tors (ISes) and output selectors (OSes) reside on distinct
chips/linecards. In between, we have two partially distributed
implementations: Fig. 2(b) assumes both all ISes are collocated
on a chip and all OSes are on another, and Fig. 2(c) allows
ISes to be located on distinct chips/linecards. There is no
doubt that a large-scale high-speed switch prefers the fully
distributed implementation in Fig. 2(d). It should be noted
that due to the large distance between switch linecards, the
RTT between IS and OS can be of multiple time slots. In this
case, no matter what speedup is used for packet transmission,
the switch will be blocking. To address this RTT problem,
pipelined scheduling is required. Notably, SRR readily works
in a pipelined fashion, where an input (selector) can send
multiple requests (one in each time slot) while waiting for
a grant to arrive RTT slots later.
In fact, i-SLIP has also been extended to i-SLIP [10] to
address the RTT issue above. Each output is equipped with N
counters to keep track of the length of all VOQs destined to it.
Both packet arrival signals and arbitration decisions are sent
in a pipelined fashion. But i-SLIP requires the centralized
implementation in Fig. 2(a) and thus not scalable.
III. D-LQF: DISTRIBUTED LONGEST QUEUE FIRST
A new single-iteration, fully distributed scheduling algo-
rithm called Distributed Longest Queue First (D-LQF) is
proposed in this section. Aiming at maximizing the size of
the match, the basic version of D-LQF is presented first
while assuming the RTT is small. Then two refinements are
introduced to deal with the non-negligible RTTs and the
starvation problem under some inadmissible traffic patterns.
Fig. 3. Round-trip time between input and output selectors.
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A. Basic scheme
Reusing the match in the previous slots is a good way to
improve the quality of the match in the next time slot. π-
RGA [8] makes an explicit effort in reusing the match in the
previous time slots via the notion of strong/weak requests;
SRR makes an implicit effort via its preferred input/output
concept. One extreme in reusing the previous match is that
once an input-output pair is matched, all packets belonging to
the corresponding VOQ will be served continuously until the
VOQ becomes empty. This is known as the exhaustive service
policy [11] in polling systems. (This policy has been applied
to (multiple) iterative scheduling algorithms DRR [4] and i-
SLIP, and the resulting algorithms are called EDRRM [12]
and E-iSLIP [13].)
In this paper, we apply the exhaustive service policy to LQF
scheduling with the following three-phase operation at slot t:
Request: For input i, if a packet of VOQ(i, j) was served in
slot t−1 and VOQ(i, j) is non-empty, send a request to output
j; otherwise send requests for all non-empty VOQs with their
respective queue lengths.
Grant: For output j with R being the set of requests
received, if R contains request from input which was served
by it in slot t−1, grant this request; otherwise grant the request
with the longest queue length and a tie is broken randomly.
Accept: For input i, accept the grant with the longest queue
length. In case of a tie, select a winner randomly.
Unlike scheduling algorithms with multiple iterations, the
basic D-LQF scheme above spreads its efforts in achieving the
maximal matching over multiple slots. In the request phase,
a single request is issued by an (engaged) input if the input
was served in the previous time slot and it still has packets
from the same flow to send. This single request is guaranteed
to succeed, so generating more requests (for other non-empty
VOQs) is useless in further enhancing the performance of the
engaged input, and even worse, it may allure some outputs to
incorrectly grant it. Therefore, in the current slot, the previous
matched input-output pairs are reused and new input-output
pairs are added. One interesting result is that efforts spent on
matching become cumulative over time.
B. Refinement 1: dealing with RTTs
In a fully distributed environment (Fig. 2(d)) with non-
negligible RTTs, by the time the VOQ length information
in the request arrives at the output (selector), the actual
VOQ length may have already been changed. If a grant is
subsequently given to an empty VOQ, the slot will be wasted.
To address this problem, we adopt the approach in [10]: Each
output is equipped with N counters for keeping track of the
length of the N VOQs destining to it. Besides, each request
message contains two additional bits, a new-packet-arrival flag
and a grant-rejected flag. The refined three-phase operation at
slot t is detailed below:
Request: For input i, if a packet of VOQ(i, j) was served
in slot t − 1 and VOQ(i, j) is non-empty, send a request to
output j; otherwise send requests for all non-empty VOQs. If
a packet destined to output k arrives at current slot, the request
sent to k should have the new-packet-arrival flag set. If a grant
in the previous slot was not accepted, the request sent should
have the grant-rejected flag set.
Grant: For output j with R being the set of requests
received, if there are requests with new-packet-arrival flag
set or with grant-rejected flag set, increase the corresponding
VOQ counters by one. If R contains request from input which
was served by it in slot t−1 and its VOQ counter is nonzero,
grant the request; otherwise grant the request whose VOQ
counter is the largest. In case of a tie, select a winner randomly.
Then decrease the VOQ counter corresponding to the granted
request by one.
Accept: For input i, accept the grant with the longest queue
length and a tie is broken randomly. The remaining grants are
rejected and recorded.
From the above operations, we can see that our D-LQF
makes an explicit effort in avoiding granting empty VOQs.
When RTT is negligible, the above three-phase operation will
degenerate to become the basic scheme.
C. Refinement 2: solving starvation problem under inadmis-
sible traffic
For admissible traffic patterns, i.e. no oversubscribed input
and output ports, D-LQF can guarantee a close-to-100%
throughput performance (as can be seen from simulation
results). Therefore, throughput-fairness among different flows
is not an issue, not to mention the possible starvation problem.
However, D-LQF may cause starvation at some flows under
an inadmissible traffic pattern. For example, an oversubscribed
output j may be overwhelmed by packets from VOQ(i, j)
such that VOQ(i, j) will never be empty. Then all other flows
destined to j will be starved. To prevent starvation, a simple
way is to set a limit (M ) on the number of consecutive packets
to be served from each flow. Once the number exceeds M ,
we change the arbitration of the corresponding output from
longest queue first to round robin. Interestingly, it is shown in
[8] that if M is set to a large enough value, e.g. M = N3, the
throughput performance of the switch will not be negatively
affected. In the next section, we focus on admissible traffic
patterns for performance evaluations. In this case, M is set to
infinity.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the delay-throughput performance
of our proposed single-iteration scheduling algorithm D-LQF
under two scenarios: negligible and non-negligible RTT (be-
tween linecards). When RTT is negligible, the following
scheduling algorithms are implemented for comparison:
• Simple single-iteration scheduling algorithms: iSLIP-1
and iLQF-1 [5] (i.e. with single iteration).
• Tailor-made single-iteration scheduling algorithms: SRR
[7] and π-RGA [8].
• Single-iteration algorithms with exhaustive service:
EDRRM [12], E-iSLIP [13] and ELQF (the exhaustive
service extension of LQF).
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Fig. 4. Uniform Bernoulli traffic, RTT = 0.
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Fig. 5. Uniform Bernoulli traffic, RTT = 4.
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Fig. 6. Uniform Bernoulli traffic, RTT = 20.
When RTT is significant, we compare our D-LQF with
the following fully distributed scheduling algorithms: SRR,
E-iSLIP and ELQF. Note that we have extended the original
E-iSLIP and ELQF for pipelined distributed implementation.
For brevity, the simulation results presented below are based
on a 32 × 32 switch. Three admissible traffic patterns are
considered: uniform Bernoulli, uniform bursty and hot-spot.
The buffer size at each VOQ is set large enough for avoiding
buffer overflow. Besides, the RTT values used in this section
are all given in time slots.
A. Uniform Bernoulli Traffic
Uniform traffic is generated as follows. At every time slot
for each input, a packet arrives with probability p (input
load) and destines to each output with equal probability. From
Figs. 4, 5 and 6, we can see that our D-LQF consistently
outperforms all other algorithms by yielding the best delay
performance.
When RTT = 0, we can see from Fig. 4 that π-RGA is
worse than iSLIP and SRR. This indicates that SRR’s notion
of preferred inputs/outputs favors uniform traffic better than π-
RGA’s strong/weak request mechanism. It is also interesting to
note that algorithms with exhaustive service are clear winners
under all loading condition. This is because by leveraging
the efforts over multiple time slots, they tend to yield a
maximal matching in each time slot. Notably, EDRRM shows
significant performance degradation when p > 0.6. (Note that
throughput is equivalent to input load p when there is no packet
loss due to buffer overflow.) This is because in EDRRM a non-
engaged input only sends a single request in the request phase,
so the input takes more time slots to establish a match with
an output.
With non-negligible RTTs between linecards, Fig. 5 and
6 show that as compared with E-iSLIP and ELQF, D-LQF
avoids incorrectly granting empty VOQs and thus significantly
reduces wasted grants. Besides, we can see that ELQF outper-
forms E-iSLIP, which indicates that serving the longest VOQ
first leads to a more “stable” maximal matching than serving
VOQs in the round-robin order. We also notice that the gap
between our D-LQF and SRR becomes narrower with RTT;
this is because the scheduling overhead of D-LQF grows with
RTT whereas for SRR is somewhat fixed.
B. Uniform Bursty Traffic
Bursty arrivals are modeled by an ON/OFF traffic model. In
the ON state, a packet arrival is generated in every time slot. In
the OFF state, no packet arrivals are generated. Packets of the
same burst have the same output and the output for each burst
is uniformly distributed. Given the average input load of p and
average burst size s, the state transition probabilities from OFF
to ON is p/[s(1 − p)] and from ON to OFF is 1/s. Without
loss of generality, we set burst size s = 32 packets. Again,
Fig. 7, 8 and 9 compare the delay-throughput performance of
various scheduling algorithms with variable RTTs.
When RTT = 0 and from Fig. 7, our D-LQF outperforms
SRR and π-RGA by a large margin at high load. At p = 0.8,
the average delay of using D-LQF is 176 time slots, whereas
for SRR is more than 2300, and π-RGA is 241. This shows that
π-RGA (and algorithms with exhaustive service) favor bursty
traffic pattern more than SRR does. Similar performance trend
is shown in Fig. 8 and 9 when RTT > 0, and the performance
degradation of SRR is significant when p > 0.6.
C. Hot-Spot Traffic
Packets arriving at each input port in each time slot follow
the same independent Bernoulli process with probability p. If
a packet arrives at input i, it goes to output j (j = i) with
probability 1/2; goes to other outputs with equal probability
1/[2(N − 1)].
From Fig. 10, 11 and 12, we can see that SRR saturates at
around p = 0.75, whereas our D-LQF can obtain a close-to-
100% throughput. Fig. 10 also shows that D-LQF and ELQF
outperform E-iSLIP. This supports our analysis in Section III
that serving longest VOQ first has smaller delay than serving
VOQs in other manners.
From Fig. 11 and 12 we can see that as the value of RTT
increases, E-iSLIP and ELQF suffer from incorrectly granting
empty VOQs. Therefore, a wider performance gap with our
D-LQF is observed at high input load and large RTTs. This
shows that our D-LQF is indeed effective in identifying the
most critical VOQs to serve first.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a fully distributed single-iteration
scheduling algorithm for input-queued switches called Dis-
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Fig. 7. Uniform bursty traffic, RTT = 0.
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Fig. 8. Uniform bursty traffic, RTT = 4.
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Fig. 9. Uniform bursty traffic, RTT = 20.
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Fig. 10. Hotspot traffic, RTT = 0.
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Fig. 11. Hotspot traffic, RTT = 4.
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Fig. 12. Hotspot traffic, RTT = 20.
tributed Longest Queue First (D-LQF). D-LQF adopts exhaus-
tive service policy for scheduling the longest queue first. To
avoid granting an empty VOQ the chance to send a packet
(due to the RTT between linecards), each output keeps track
of the lengths of all VOQs destined to it. As compared with
other scheduling algorithms, simulation results showed that
our D-LQF gives the best delay-throughput performance.
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